
NORWAY-CLASS 

Entered Service: 2372 

Overview: One of the many offensive ships created by Starfleet to defend 
against the Borg, the Norway-class was devised as a support craft working 
in conjunction with Steamrunner, Saber, and Akira-class ships. Squadrons 
of these ships were planned to work together, complementing each other's 
strengths. The Norway-class was designed as a multi-purpose utility vehicle, 
aiding attacks and providing covering fire. It also served as an evacuation 
craft capable of rescuing the crew of several Saber or Steamru nner vessels 
or a single Akira-class ship. A small squadron of Norway ships were capable 
of rapid evacuation of a colony of space station, ferrying civilians out of the 
path of the Borg. 

Capabilities: The flattened hull of the Norway-class served two purposes. Its 
smaller profile meant it presented a harder target for energy weapons and tractor 
beams. The flat design also made the ship aerodynamic, allowing it to enter 
planetary atmosphere with minimal shielding. Similarly, its triangular pylons act 
as gliding wings, granting increased lift with minimal impulse power. This 
allowed the ship to divert more power to its transporter systems, allowing 
numerous individuals to be beamed aboard in rapidly succession. The 
atmospheric capabilities also allowed Norway vessels to "skim" a planet, 
flying low to avoid detection or evade enemy ships. The ship's engineering 
subsection was located atop it's angular hull, extending outward from behind 
the bridge and housing its compact warp reactor. Taking advantage of the 
newest propulsion technology, the class was capable of warp 9. 7, but its 
small reactor meant it could only maintain those speeds for a short duration. 
Below the engineering section is the ship's twin rear-facing shuttle bays. 
Flanking the shuttlebays were two reinforced struts, connecting the ship to 
the warp pylons. These rectangular subsections housed a series of tractor 
emitters designed to both guide shuttles quickly into vacant bays or rapidly 
launch a shuttle, speeding evacuations with shuttlecraft. The tractor beams 
were also capable of holding the small craft in place between the struts and 
inside the Norway's warp bubble, allowing the ship to catch escape pods 
and safely carry them away at warp speeds. By default, the quarters on a 
Nowarywere spartan, designed to accommodate large numbers of passengers, 
with numerous people sharing the same quarters. With minor modification, 
these quarters could be refurbished into large diplomatic suites, allowing the 
Norway to double as a diplomatic vessel. 

IMPROVED TRANSPORTERS 
REQUIREMENTS: None 
The vessel features advanced transporter systems with additional emitters 
and dedicated sensors, which allows it to target multiple groups simultaneously 
and safely beam them aboard the ship. Unless the ship's Sensors have 
suffered one or more Breaches, whenever a character performs a transporters 
Task assisted by the ship's Sensors, they may reduce the Difficulty of the 
Task by 1. The ship may also select two different targets with a single Task. This 
increases the Difficulty by+ 1.
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SCALE: 4 TALENTS 

WEAPONRY: 
Norway-class starships have 
the following Talents: 

• Phaser Arrays

• Photon Torpedoes
• Ablative Armour

• Tractor Beam
• Improved Transporters

(Strength 3) • Redundant Systems


